Paddle Beads

Ross McIntyre and his wife Jean spent 40
years together paddling the great
wilderness rivers of North America. Paddle
Beads is Rosss inspirational and moving
memoir of those trips and the resultant
lifetime journey they took together. For
those whose hands have not yet grown a
paddle callus, McIntyre offers a glimpse of
what to expect as a canoe paddle becomes
a real companion. For those with miles of
water behind and more to come, these
pieces will vividly bring back the sensation
as the bow rises on a wave or as the canoe
leans into a turn. And for those who are
content to sit comfortably at the fireside
and dream about the way things should be,
Paddle Beads will take your imagination on
a lasting journey.

Paddle Wheel Beads, Translucent Blue. Pack of 10?. Quite Large, 25mm Diameter by 10mm Deep. Hole Size Approx.
1.5mm. These could also be described asBP0026 - Paddle wheel beads, turquoise. Pack of 10?. Quite large, 25mm
diameter by 10mm deep. Hole size about 1.5mm. These could also be described asBuy Paddle Beads: Read 4 Books
Reviews - .Up to 50% off Retail. Wholesale Pricing open to the public. Wholesale craft supply warehouse in Berkley
Michigan with an online store and a brick and mortarSuper Holiday crafting basicDarice acrylic crystal starflake to
make ornaments, costume jewelry and more! Acrylic crystal starflake beads Size:Paddle Pins are essential for any
beading, jewelry or crafting project. Shop at Fire Mountain Gems and Beads for the best selection, with fast
shipping.10mm Acrylic Clear Starflake Beads-1000 Pieces Plastic see through clear starflake beads Sometimes called
snowflake or paddle beads Can be used for aFind great deals for 500 Clear Crystal Acrylic 18mm Starflake Snowflake
Paddle Beads. Shop with confidence on eBay!Metal beads add a striking visual accent to most beaded jewelry designs.
Use our multiple Picture of ME5436-S, Metal Paddle Bead Silver 10mm. ME5436-S.19x9mm Oval Paddle Bead: More Ref: F.0713.01.AS 16x12mm Oval Pattern Paddle Bead: Ant.Silver - More Ref: F.0713.05.ASPRICES FOR
PADDLE WHEELS BEADS. 10MM, 48, $0.39. 10MM, 250, $1.69. 10MM, 500, $2.99. 10MM, 1000, $5.49. 12MM,
48, $0.49. 12MM, 250, $1.89.Cartwheel / Paddlewheel Beads. 100 5x12mm Acrylic Transparent Red Paddle Wheels.
Price: $2.70 50 7x18mm Acrylic Crystal Paddle Wheel Beads.Only with Jeans illness had I observed that droplets of
water falling from my paddle blade gave birth to beads that spun across the water, dancing for a momentWhy shop for
craft beads online? ConsumerCrafts offers a wide selection of acrylic beads, pony beads and other plastic beads at very
affordable prices.Shop for Crafting Beads. Explore the wide selection beads you can use for crafting your own jewelry.
Create works of art from different styles.A starflake bead also known as a snowflake or paddle has a center hole with
six faceted paddles that are spaced around the center hole.Each paddle
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